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a b s t r a c t

Alloying Mg with rare-earth elements, such as Nd, Gd, or Y, enables hardening from the precipitation of
metastable coherent phases during aging at low temperatures. While the aging potential of binary Mg-
Nd alloys is relatively limited due to the nucleation of coarse b1 and b precipitates at the expense of the
strengthening b000 precipitates, binary Mg-Y alloys exhibit exceptional stability of the strengthening
coherent bS0 phase when aged at 200 �C. Through combination of high-resolution characterization,
density functional theory calculations, and finite-element elasticity studies, we demonstrate that the
strengthening bS’ phase is thermodynamically stable at low temperatures (as opposed to metastable as in
other Mg-RE binaries) and that misfit strains play a key role in not only controlling precipitate structure
and morphology but also their unusual evolution into an interconnected network.

© 2018 Acta Materialia Inc. Published by Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Magnesium rare-earth alloys can achieve exceptional strength
when age-hardened at temperatures below 473 K, making them
very attractive for structural applications where weight is an
important factor [1e3]. Aging binary Mg-RE alloys (RE¼Nd, Y, Gd,
Sm, or Dy) below 473 K leads to the formation of GP zones, followed
by one or more metastable ordered phases, including b0, b000, and b1,
before the stable b phase appears. The b0 phase is found in binary
Mg-Y [4] and Mg-Dy [5] alloys, while b000 is found in binary alloys
containing Nd [5,6], Gd [7,8], and Sm [9] e in both cases, these
coherent precipitates, which are commonly believed to be meta-
stable, are associated with peak hardness. The b0 and b000 phases
actually correspond to families of orderings over the sites of hcp
[10,22]. The b0 orderings consist of zig-zag rows of rare earth atoms,
with bP’ (bS0) referring to an orderingwhere successive zig-zag rows
are aligned in phase (out of phase) with respect to each other [10].
The b000 orderings are derived from the b0 orderings in that they have
rare earth atoms arranged as strips of hexagons interleaved at
different intervals between the zig-zag rows of b’ [10,22]. The se-
lection of b0 or b000 is a function of the associated misfit strains [10]
that also affect precipitate shapes [11,12] leading to different
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
precipitate morphologies in each alloy system. In Mg-Nd alloys, the
bP0 precipitates form as plates with habit planes lying parallel to
f1120gMg planes extending in the [0001] Mg direction [13]. In Mg-
Gd, bS0 precipitates are globular [0001]Mg rods [8], while the bS’
precipitates form as rods with square cross sections in Mg-Y alloys
[8].

Beyond equilibrium precipitate structure and shape, stability
and evolution during aging are important factors to consider for
long-term applications. The isothermal aging behavior is most
often quantified using microhardness measurements and selected
microstructural observations at relevant aging times. At 473 K, Mg-
Nd alloys have limited peak hardness increase that is quickly ach-
ieved after about 1 h of aging [14]. This is due to premature
nucleation of larger b1 precipitates associated with dissolution of
the b''' precipitates and loss of strength [15]. On the other hand,Mg-
Gd and Mg-Y alloys exhibit more significant hardening behavior
with delayed peak hardness at about 1000 h for Mg-Gd alloys [16]
to beyond 1000 h for Mg-Y alloys [15]. This behavior may be partly
explained by the lack of b1 observed in these alloys as well as the
slow kinetics of precipitation. While precipitation evolution in bi-
nary Mg-Nd alloys during aging at 200 �C has been well charac-
terized [5,6,17,18], and a few studies followed the evolution of bS’
precipitates in Mg-Gd alloys [7,8,19], the aging behavior of Mg-Y
alloys is comparatively much less characterized.

According to existing literature, the precipitation sequence in
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Mg-Y is currently reported as follows [4,17,20,21]:

SSSS/ solute clusters / GP zones (single monolayers) / bS’ / b

Nishijima first reported the structure of b0 precipitates using
HAADF-STEM imaging of Mg-Y alloys aged at 473 K for 336 h,
revealing isolated precipitates with Y atoms ordered over a subset
of the sites of hcp that can adopt three distinct orientational vari-
ants [4]. GP zones consisting of single sheets of ordered Y atoms
were reported to form at 323 K prior to b’ precipitates [20]. The b
phase, Mg24Y5, was observed after aging at 623 K [21]. The time
scale required for b nucleation is unknown due to a limited number
of aging studies in the lower temperature range (<473 K). From
these isolated studies, the precipitation evolution and aging po-
tential of Mg-Y alloys remains unclear.

This work seeks to develop a better understanding of phase
stability in the Mg-Y binary and to establish the precipitate evo-
lution during aging at 473 K. Through combination of high-
resolution characterization, density functional theory calculations,
and finite-element elasticity studies, we demonstrate that the
strengthening b’ phase is thermodynamically stable at low tem-
peratures (as opposed to metastable as in other Mg-RE binaries)
and that misfit strains play a key role in not only controlling pre-
cipitate structure and shape but also their coarsening behavior.
Consequently, misfit strains provide an additional handle to tailor
Mg-rare earth alloy microstructures and control their aging
behavior.

2. Experimental

The alloy was provided by Magnesium Elektron North America
Inc. The composition was measured to be Mg-7.47wt.% Y (Mg-
2.16 at.% Y) by inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry.
Samples were sectioned, encapsulated in quartz tubes in an argon
atmosphere, and solution treated at 834 K for 24 h followed by
water quenching. Samples were then aged in an oil bath at 473 K for
times ranging between 0 and 13,000 h followed by water
quenching.

Samples for Vicker's microhardness measurements were
mounted in epoxy and ground flat with SiC paper in the following
order: 400, 600, 800, and 1200 grit. Mirror finish surfaces were
achieved after final polishing with 3 mm and 1 mm diamond sus-
pensions and 0.05 mm colloidal silica. Vickers microhardness mea-
surements were carried out at a load of 100 g and dwell time of 15 s.

Samples for TEM analysis were prepared either by twin-jet
electropolishing using the method described in Ref. [22] or using
focused-ion beam (FIB) milling. Micrographs were taken using a
JEOL 2100 operated at 200 kV with a collection angle of 52mrad or
a double-corrected JEOL 3100R05 microscope operated at 300 kV
with a collection angle of 74mrad. The b’ precipitates were
measured from STEM images using ImageJ [76].

3. Computational methods

3.1. First-principles calculations

Equilibrium phases at elevated temperatures were determined
by minimizing the free energy over all relevant phases. Here, we
explored the role of occupation degrees of freedom at 0 K and
vibrational degrees of freedom on the phase stability in the Mg-Y
system. First-principles electronic structure calculations were car-
ried out with the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof (PBE) parameterization
of the generalized gradient approximation (GGA) to density func-
tional theory (DFT). Projector augmented wave (PAW) pseudopo-
tentials were used to calculate total energies for structures with the
Vienna Ab-Initio Simulation. An energy cutoff of 450 eV was used
with a G-centered 25� 25� 13 k-point mesh for the hcp unit cell.
Calculations of supercell orderings on hcp were performed with k-
point meshes that had an equivalent density per k-point in recip-
rocal space. Total energies of compounds were calculated by
relaxing internal degrees of freedom, cell shape and volume.
Pseudopotentials containing eight valence electrons for Mg and
eleven electrons for Y were used.

To understand the role of ordering in the Mg-Y binary alloy, we
calculated the formation energies of symmetrically distinct order-
ings on a number of different crystal structures. Formation energies
were calculated relative to the zero Kelvin total energies of HCP Mg
and Y as:

Eð s!Þ ¼ EDFT ð s!Þ � NMgEMg � NYEY
NMg þ NY

Metastable equilibrium at zero Kelvin was estimated by using
the convex hull construction on the set of configurations that did
not undergo large distortions. Global equilibrium was determined
by using all the structures in the calculations. Experimentally, the
binary alloy is reported to form phases on the HCP, C14-Laves
phase, BCC and a-Mn crystal structure prototypes [23]. Symmetri-
cally distinct orderings were constructed on all four parent crystal
structures using the CASM software package [24,25, 26].

Vibrational contributions to the free energies were calculated at
elevated temperatures within the quasiharmonic approximation.
Symmetrically distinct perturbations were applied to atoms within
each crystal and forces were estimated with VASP in large cells
containing at least 96 atoms. Perturbations were applied in cells
with volumes that ranged from�2 to 6% relative to the equilibrium
volume under zero external pressure. Hexagonal cells were
manually optimized to obtain the equilibrium c

a ratios. K-point
meshes were scaled appropriately for the larger cells to maintain
the same linear mesh density. Force constants obtained from a
least-squares fit to the calculated forces were used to construct the
dynamical matrix for each structure and volume in order to
calculate vibrational frequencies and phonon densities of states,
which were then used to calculate the Helmholtz free energy as a
function of volume. The Gibbs free energy at zero pressure was
estimated as the minimum of the Helmholtz free energies as a
function of volume at different temperatures.
3.2. Finite element method

To confirm the hypothesis that the precipitation evolution
behavior described in Section 4.2 corresponds to a strain energy
dominated aging process, Finite Element Method (FEM) analysis
was performed to determine the elastic response of the micro-
structure. We considered deformation in a microstructure of finite
size, which was fixed at the external surfaces (corresponding to
embedded grain in a polycrystal) and was loaded via the misfit
strain (ε0) of the precipitates [27e29]. The simulations were carried
out under plane strain conditions by discretizing the microstruc-
ture measured on the basal plane using 10,000 four noded quad-
rilateral elements. The equivalent mechanical force of each
element, {F}, is given by:

fFg ¼
ð
½B�T ½D�fε0gdV

where [B] is the strain-displacement matrix, [D] is the material
stiffness matrix, {ε0} is the initial strain (as a vector in Voigt nota-
tion). We considered three different variants of the precipitate at 0,
60 and 120 degrees on the basal plane. The stiffness and



Fig. 1. (A) Global convex hull calculated over all calculated configurations. DFT predicts
HCP and BCC based orderings to be stable at 0 K; (B) Formation energies of orderings
on the C14-Laves crystal structure; (C) Convex hull orderings on the alpha-Mn crystal
structure. The structure is predicted to accommodate magnesium excess but does not
tolerate larger yttrium stoichiometries.
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transformation strains of the precipitates were rotated so as to
match the sample coordinate system of x-axis parallel to ½1120� and
y -axis parallel to ½1100�. Note that the matrix properties need not
be transformed about the basal plane due to transverse isotropy.
The strain energy density of each element was then computed
using the calculated stress (fsg as a Voigt vector) as E ¼
fε� ε0gTfsg. The misfit strains (ε0) for different variants and full
6� 6 anisotropic stiffness matrix for both the matrix (hexagonal
symmetry) and precipitates (orthorhombic symmetry) were ob-
tained from previous DFT simulations [10].

4. Results

We first summarize the results of a first principles study of
phase stability in the Mg-Y binary, which, contrary to common
assumptions, indicates that the strengthening phase, bS0, of dilute
Mg-Y alloys is a thermodynamically stable phase at intermediate to
low temperatures. Next we describe aging experiments that reveal
the microstructural evolution of coherent bS’ precipitates in dilute
Mg-Y alloys as a function of time, and end with a finite element
analysis of the strain energy of different configurations of coherent
precipitates.

4.1. Predicted Mg-Y phase diagram

We started by establishing phase stability at zero Kelvin. Fig. 1a
shows the formation energies calculated with density-functional
theory for symmetrically distinct orderings on the HCP, BCC, C14-
Laves and the a-Mn crystal structures. The convex hull connecting
the stable phases at zero Kelvin is shown as dashed lines in Fig. 1a.
The ground states at zero Kelvin consist of b0-Mg7Y, which is an
ordering on HCP, and the two BCC based orderings b1 (L21) Mg3Y
and B2MgY. Interestingly, the experimentally observed Laves phase
and the Mg24Y5 phase are not predicted to be stable at 0 K.
Furthermore, the predicted ground states at 0 K are not observed
experimentally at elevated temperature.

Fig.1a shows thatmany orderings on BCC and HCP are very close
to the convex hull. The hierarchical bS000 orderings on the HCP
crystal structure are found to be energetically competitive between
the compositions of 0.125e0.25 [10]. At a composition of 0.25, the
D019 ordering on HCP, also known as b’’ in the Mg literature is
energetically degenerate with the b1 phase. This high degree of
degeneracy between the BCC and HCP orderings is likely to persist
at higher temperatures.

The formation energies of orderings on the C14-Laves phase are
shown in Fig. 1b. The ordering at 1/3 is the well-knownMg2Y Laves
phase. Stoichiometries that deviate from this ideal composition rise
rapidly in energy relative to the global convex hull, with excess
magnesium being accommodated more easily than yttrium. The
formation energies suggest that excess magnesium is accommo-
dated on the yttrium sublattice. Experimental phase diagrams
show similar trends with the 4f asymmetric site in the Laves phase
accommodating the excess magnesium [23].

The calculated formation energies for orderings on a-Mn are
shown in Fig. 1c. The ideal stoichiometry of this phase is Mg24Y5,
which is predicted to have a formation energy that is within a few
meV/atom of the global convex hull. The formation energies in the
off-stoichiometric orderings show that this crystal structure is able
to tolerate excess magnesium defects but not excess yttrium. The
low energy orderings on the metastable convex hull for this phase
allow for excess magnesium on the 8c Wyckoff position. This is in
quantitative agreement with prior experimental results [30].

Free energies of the various phases calculated within the quasi-
harmonic approximation show that vibrational excitations play a
crucial role in determining relative stability at elevated
temperature. We calculated the vibrational free energies of the
ground state orderings on BCC, HCP as well as the experimental
structures for Mg24Y5 and Mg2Y. The calculated phase diagram is
shown in Fig. 2. At low temperatures, only the bS’, b1 and B2 phases
are predicted to be stable. With increasing temperature, vibrational
entropy becomes significant, resulting in the stabilization of the
more complexMg24Y5 andMg2Y crystal structures. The appearance
of a Laves phase at high temperature also occurs in other Mg-RE



Fig. 2. Phase diagram calculated based on DFT formation energies at 0 K and finite
temperature free energies from quasiharmonic phonon calculations.

Fig. 3. Microhardness evolution with aging at 473 K.
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systems, e.g. Ref. [31]. The Mg2Y Laves phase becomes stable
around 200 K, while b-Mg24Y5 is predicted to become stable above
~520 K. The low-temperature phases disappear completely above
900 K, leading to two-phase regions between the pure elements, b
and the Laves phase. The calculated phase diagram does not ac-
count for the liquid phase, which in thermodynamic equilibrium
appears above 840 K for Mg rich compositions.

The calculated phase diagram predicts that the strengthening
bS0-Mg7Y phase is thermodynamically stable at low to intermediate
temperatures. It indicates that bS0, once formed, will not decom-
pose, but only coarsen, provided aging is performed at low to in-
termediate temperatures. This is in contrast to other Mg-rare earth
binaries such as Mg-Nd [22], where the HCP based b0 and b000

strengthening phases are metastable and, therefore, susceptible to
transformation to more stable phases that are detrimental to me-
chanical properties. The calculated phase diagram treats all phases
as line compounds and therefore neglects contributions to the free
energy arising from configurational entropy. Experimental evi-
dence suggests that this is a reasonable approximation since the
various phases appear only to tolerate a minor degree of off-
stoichiometry.
4.2. Precipitate evolution

The Mg-Y alloy experienced significant age hardening during
aging at 473 K, as shown in Fig. 3. Microhardness increased
immediately upon aging and remained stable up to 100 h, where it
quickly increased again and reached a maximum after about
2500 h. Further aging for up to 13,000 h resulted in a slight decrease
in hardness.

The very initial rise in hardness after just a fewminutes of aging
was previously explained by the formation of small Y-rich clusters
[20]. The second increase in hardness between 200 and 400 h
coincided the nucleation of a high number density of bS0 pre-
cipitates. After 200 h of aging, few bS0 precipitates were observed
(Fig. 4a), but by 400 h, a high density of isolated and uniformly
distributed precipitates is noted (Fig. 4 b). Concomitantly, precipi-
tate size also increased. Table 1 summarizes average precipitate
sizes and number density as a function of aging time. The majority
of bS0 precipitates exhibited a rod-like morphology with square
cross sections and elongation along the [0001] direction. Fig. 5a
illustrates the rod-like shape viewed along the 1120Mg zone axis. At
1000 h, precipitates were either connected to one another in pairs
along their f1010gMg facets and separated by a stacking fault or
connected to each other by strands emanating from their corners
(Fig. 4c). The evolution from isolated precipitates to precipitates in
pairs was concomitant with a morphological change from square to
bell- and hourglass-shaped [0001] cross sections (Fig. 5b). By
2500 h, all precipitates were connected creating a network or
cellular arrangement, with preferential alignment along the
1120Mg directions (Fig. 4def). Within this network, many pre-
cipitates had elongated shapes with noticeably longer dimensions
along 1110Mg directions than along 1120Mg directions. From 1000
to 5000 h, the number density of bS’ precipitates and the precipitate
dimension along the f1100g direction remained constant. The
volume fraction of precipitates estimated from the 2D STEM images
increased from ~9% at 400 h to ~16% at 1000 h, and remained
constant thereafter. The average diameter of the cells, estimated
using a line intercept method, increased with aging time, from
124± 5 nm at 2500 h, 147± 9 nm at 5000 h, to 274± 65 nm at
13,000 h. We note that the interface between precipitate and Mg
matrix remained coherent, even for the largest precipitates.

Most of the bS0 precipitates were initially decorated with Y-rich
strands attached mainly at the corners for isolated precipitates
(Fig. 5b). Within cellular arrangements for aging times between
1000 and 2500 h, strands connected precipitates from their corners
or along f1100g planar edges of the precipitates (Fig. 5c and d). The
strands consisted of individual zigzag chains of Y-rich columns
lying parallel to f1010gMg planes, identical to the individual f010gb0

planes of the bS0 phase such that the Y-rich columns sit on Mg
lattice sites in a triangular pattern. Different strand arrangements
were observed, including single strands, and two or more parallel
strands separated by a distance that is twice as long as the unit
spacing along the b-axis for the bS0 structure (Fig. 5c). With longer
aging times, bS’ precipitates within the cellular arrangement con-
nected such that precipitates of the same variant either merged or
remained separated by a stacking fault and precipitates of opposite
variants remained separated by 3 atomic layers (Fig. 5 d,e).
4.3. Strain energy analysis

The aging experiments showed that the bS0 precipitates initially
developed bS0 strands at their corners before becoming inter-
connected and adopt very specific shapes and orientation re-
lationships (Fig. 4). We hypothesize that such precipitate evolution
is driven by a minimization of the overall strain energy and the
spatial relationships between precipitates involves interactions
between regions of highest strain energy density. To analyze this



Fig. 4. High angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images taken along the [0001] zone axis after the aging times of (a) 200 h; (b)
400 h; (c) 1000 h (d) 2500 h; (e) 5000 h; (f) 13,000 h.

Table 1
Average precipitate size along two principal axes and number density of b’ precipitates during aging.

Aging time (hours) 200 400 1000 2500 5000

Number densitya (/1020) (/m3) 6.9± 3.3 33± 12 45± 12 56± 26 48± 14
L <10-10> (nm) 14± 5 19± 9 23± 9 19± 7 20± 6
L[0001] (nm) 60 91± 38 109± 47 e e

a The error on the size measurements is the standard deviation, estimated to be larger than experimental error.
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Fig. 5. High angle annular dark field (HAADF) scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) images. (a) elongated morphology of isolated b0 precipitates along the [0001]
direction e the image was obtained after 400 h of aging; (b) isolated precipitate with Y-rich strands after 400 h, (c) Regularly spaced Y-rich stands connecting 2 precipitate variants
within a cell arrangement after 5000 h, (d) two forms of stacking fault separating same precipitate variants (indicated by an arrow) after at 5000 h, and (e) after 13,000 h. (d) and (e)
also illustrate close proximity of different variants within the cell arrangements.
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hypothesis, we performed finite element calculations of the strain
energy of five representative precipitate morphologies. These are
shown in Fig. 6. The strain energy density distribution for the
simplified configurations was calculated, and thresholded so as to
filter out low energy regions and highlight the regions of highest
strain energy densities. The corners and faces of the precipitates
have the highest strain energy densities as expected due to those
being regions of stress concentrations. Nucleation and growth of
the bS’ strands would be favored at such location if such event is
associated with an overall reduction in strain energy. In addition,
some corners appear to have higher energy densities compared to
others depending on the variants involved and their arrangement
in the microstructure. Again, this may explain the development of
preferential arrangements, as seen experimentally, as such
arrangement might decreases the strain energy from strain field
interactions. Similarly to strands, minimization of the overall strain
energy in the system could proceed through nucleation of new
precipitates at or near these corner locations. To illustrate the
decrease in energy associated with precipitate proximity, the en-
ergy density of two isolated precipitates of the same variant is
compared to that of a single precipitate that would occur by
merging of the two initial precipitates (Fig. 7). For isolated pre-
cipitates of length Lp, the distance between the precipitates (dp) is
decreased while the total length (2Lp þ dp) is maintained to be
constant. The case of dp¼ 0 models a connected precipitate. The
energy decreases with decreasing dp to Lp ratio, confirming



Fig. 6. (left) Different precipitate arrangements simulated with corresponding (right) energy density. The simulations show preferential localization of energies at corners and
interfaces. Numbering refers to the different precipitate variants.
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Fig. 7. The strain energy density E of the precipitate arrangements in selected configurations shown in Fig. 6 with three different dp/Lp ratios reveal that merging of two precipitates
yields the least amount of strain energy density.
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minimization of the overall energy density when precipitates
merge. In effect, the decrease in energy density is partly from the
loss of high stress corners when precipitates merge.

5. Discussion

The Mg-Y alloy studied here exhibits a remarkable stability of
the bS0 phase with no observation of the b phase after over 13,000 h
of aging at 473 K. These observations are in agreement with the
calculated phase diagram (Fig. 2), that predicts a two-phase equi-
librium between a-Mg and bS’ for the experimentally selected alloy
composition and aging temperature. The calculations also suggest
that the b phase would become stable at temperatures higher than
~500 K, which is consistent with its absence in the present exper-
iments, and presence in prior work on a Mg-3.0 at.%Y alloy after
aging at 623 K [21]. However, while the predicted phase diagram
(Fig. 2) is in good qualitative agreement with experimental find-
ings, we note that the predicted transition temperatures are un-
likely to be quantitatively precise. There are indeed some
quantitative differences. Previous experiments reported the for-
mation of HCP solid solutions, b, and the Laves phase at tempera-
tures around 800 K [32]. Our predicted transition temperatures
differ by approximately 100 K. Several contributions to the free
energy that have been neglected in the current study, including
configurational entropy and anharmonic vibrations that could in-
fluence these transition temperatures.

The evolution of the bS0 precipitates during aging highlights the
unique contribution of misfit strains. The misfit strain values and
dimensions, morphology, and spatial arrangements of the pre-
cipitates are consistent with a negligible contribution from inter-
facial energy. The stress-free transformation strains for bS0 in a Mg
matrix are ~2% in the prismatic directions and near 0 along the
basal direction [10]. These strains values suggest that precipitates
should remain coherent to sizes of the order of 50 nm, and indeed
the absence of interfacial dislocations and perfect interfacial co-
herency are observed experimentally. In the limit of an isotropic
cross section, a quick estimation of the critical size defining the
transition between small sized particles dominated by surface en-
ergy and larger particles dominated by elastic strain energy may be
obtained from 6g=mε2, where g is the interfacial energy (4e30mJ
[11]), m is the shear modulus of Mg (13.3e19.4 GPa [11]), and ε is the
stress-free misfit (~0e0.03 [10]). Focusing on the precipitate cross-
section in the basal plane, the estimated critical size is much
smaller than the size of the precipitates considered here, suggest-
ing the bS’ precipitates are in a size regime dominated by strain
energy.

Strains not only control the internal structure of the precipitates
as previously discussed [10,33], but also the precipitate morpho-
logical changes during aging, microstructural patterning, and
consequently the delayed onset of coarsening. The bS0 morphol-
ogies at early times, i.e. square cross section rods, and orientation
relationship with the Mg matrix are inconsistent with minimiza-
tion of interfacial energy alone. Previously calculated DFT interfa-
cial energy values would yield thin plates along f1120g planes [34],
while the present observations show bS’ precipitates in the shape of
elongated rod along the [0001] direction. These shapes were pre-
viously well reproduced by phase field simulations of isolated
precipitates taking into account elastic strains [34,35].

The changing precipitate morphology during aging is another
indication of the role of long range elastic strains. The initially
square cross sections for isolated precipitates evolved to concave
shapes replaced by elongated shapes when precipitates became
interconnected. The square cross-section is reminiscent of the
shapes observed in other systems with coherent ordered pre-
cipitates such as the Ni/Ni3Al system, where it was shown that the
cubic shape is one of the possible morphologies consistent with
strain energy minimization of isolated particles [36]. The bell- and
hourglass-shaped precipitate pairs at 1000 h of aging may be
another consequence of strain field minimization. Previous simu-
lations found that concave interfaces can be equilibrium charac-
teristics and strongly depend on the exact elastic and misfit
symmetry [36]. Alternatively, such concave shapes have also been
interpreted as the result of enhanced solute diffusion at the corners
[37]. In the present system, irrespective of the cause, the concave
interfaces are transient and disappear once a fully connected pre-
cipitate cellular structure is formed. At much longer aging times
(beyond 5000 h), the elongation of the bS’ precipitate cross section
within the cellular structure highlights how strain field interactions
can lead to non-equilibrium precipitate morphologies, as was
previously observed in a number of other systems with high
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volume fractions of coherent precipitates [38].
The volume fraction and number density of bS0 precipitates in-

creases between 200 and 1000 h. At the latter time, the volume
fraction was estimated at 16± 2%, that is very close to the theo-
retical equilibrium volume fraction (~17%). At this stage, classical
evolution driven by minimization of interfacial energy, or coars-
ening, would lead to a reduction in number density of precipitates
and increase in the average precipitates size. It is evident however
that the bS0 precipitates follow a different evolution path. Both
number density and size remain constant through aging up to
5000 h. Here, we hypothesize that the alloy evolution is first driven
by the reduction of the significant elastic strains that developed
from the formation of isolated precipitates. This is consistent with
the very low interfacial energy values providing lower driving force
for coarsening. As the elastic strain calculations suggest, strain
energy minimization leads to spatial alignment of the precipitates,
momentarily preventing microstructural coarsening, until the
system has reached lower elastic strain energy levels. We also note
that the translational and rotational variants of the ordered bS’
phase prevent coalescence of neighboring precipitates that remain
separated by stacking faults (Figs. 4 and 5). In other systems such as
Ni based alloys [39], strain energy has been reported to slow down
and even stall the coarsening process, and lead to the alignment of
precipitates by movement of their center of mass, similarly to the
present observations. Once the cellular precipitate arrangement
formed and aging is increased to longer times, themeasurements of
the cell size confirms that the overall microstructure coarsens
driven by minimization of the surface area.

Finally, the cellular arrangement of bS0 precipitates is associated
with peak hardness and significant hardening (Fig. 3), and the
decrease in hardness after 5000 h is consistent with coarsening of
the cellular structure. While isolated b’ precipitates are sheared by
basal and prismatic dislocations [40], future work should clarify
whether the unique spatial arrangement of precipitates into cells
leads to additional strengthening compared to a uniform distribu-
tion of spherical precipitates.

6. Conclusions

Phase equilibria and aging behavior of a binary Mg-Y alloy was
investigated using a combination of microhardness measurements,
scanning transmission electron microscopy, and first principles
calculations. The following conclusions were reached:

� For dilute alloys aged at low temperatures, bS0-Mg7Y is predicted
to be a thermodynamically stable precipitate phase. Experi-
mentally, no other Y-rich phase was observed for the aging
times considered here (<13,000 h). This result is in contrast to
other Mg-rare earth binaries, where the HCP based b0 and/or b000

phases are metastable and therefore susceptible to decompo-
sition upon over aging.

� The evolution of the coherent bS0 precipitates follows an unusual
path where precipitates nucleate uniformly, then undergo a
spatial re-arrangement into an interconnected cellular network.

� The shape evolution of isolated precipitates is consistent with
strain field minimization. Precipitates form into elongated rods
with initial square cross section that evolve into hourglass and
elongated cross sections as precipitates become interconnected.
The nucleation of bS0 strands at the corners of bS0 precipitates
may also be favored by local strain fields.

� Strain energy retards the onset of coarsening and drives the
spatial re-arrangement of bS0 precipitates into a cellular struc-
ture. Once the cellular structure is formed, its coarsening driven
by interfacial energy minimization, i.e. increase in precipitate
size and increase in cell dimensions, takes place.
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